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Abstract
In situ hybridization methods enable the mapping of mRNA expression within intact biological
samples 1,2. With current approaches, it is challenging to simultaneously map multiple target
mRNAs within whole-mount vertebrate embryos 3–6 – a significant limitation in attempting to
study interacting regulatory elements in systems most relevant to human development and disease.
Here, we report a multiplexed fluorescent in situ hybridization method based on orthogonal
amplification with hybridization chain reactions (HCR) 7. Using this approach, RNA probes
complementary to mRNA targets trigger chain reactions in which fluorophore-labeled RNA
hairpins self-assemble into tethered fluorescent amplification polymers. The programmability and
sequence specificity of these amplification cascades enable multiple HCR amplifiers to operate
orthogonally at the same time in the same sample. Robust performance is achieved when imaging
five target mRNAs simultaneously in fixed whole-mount and sectioned zebrafish embryos. HCR
amplifiers exhibit excellent sample penetration, high signal-to-background, and sharp signal
localization.

Each cell in a developing embryo contains the same genome, yet the regulatory circuits
encoded within this genome implement a developmental program yielding significant spatial
heterogeneity and complexity. In situ hybridization methods are an essential tool for
elucidating these developmental processes, enabling imaging of mRNA expression in a
morphological context from sub-cellular to organismal length scales 1,2,8–21. Due to
variability between biological specimens, the accurate mapping of spatial relationships
between regulatory loci of different genes requires multiplexed experiments in which
multiple mRNAs are imaged in a single biological sample. Within intact vertebrate embryos,
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enzymatic in situ amplification methods based on catalytic deposition of reporter molecules
enhance the signal-to-background ratio 4,5,22,23; the key difficulty is the lack of orthogonal
deposition chemistries, necessitating serial multiplexing approaches in which two 3,5 or
three 4,6 target mRNAs are detected in succession using cumbersome procedures that
progressively degrade the sample as the number of target mRNAs increases. Here, we
overcome this difficulty by programming orthogonal HCR amplifiers 7 that function as
independent molecular instruments, simultaneously reading out the expression patterns of
five target mRNAs from within a single intact biological sample.

An HCR amplifier consists of two nucleic acid hairpin species (H1 and H2 in Fig. 1a) that
are designed to co-exist metastably in the absence of a nucleic acid initiator (I) 7. Each HCR
hairpin consists of an input domain with an exposed toehold and an output domain with a
toehold sequestered in the hairpin loop. Hybridization of the initiator to the input domain of
H1 (labeled ‘a-b’ in Fig. 1a) opens the hairpin to expose its output domain (‘c*-b*’).
Hybridization of this output domain to the input domain of H2 (‘b-c’) opens the hairpin to
expose an output domain (‘b*-a*’) identical in sequence to the initiator. Regeneration of the
initiator sequence provides the basis for a chain reaction of alternating H1 and H2
polymerization steps leading to formation of a nicked double-stranded ‘polymer’. If the
initiator is absent, the hairpins are metastable (i.e., kinetically impeded from polymerizing)
due to the sequestration of the output toeholds in the hairpin loops.

This mechanism has two conceptual properties that are significant in attempting to achieve
simultaneous multiplexed in situ amplification in vertebrate embryos. First, the
programmable chemistry of nucleic acid base pairing suggests the feasibility of engineering
orthogonal HCR amplifiers that operate independently in the same embryo at the same time.
Second, in contrast to molecular self-assembly via traditional annealing protocols in which
components interact as soon as they are mixed together 24, HCR is an isothermal triggered
self-assembly process. Hence, hairpins should penetrate the sample prior to undergoing
triggered self-assembly in situ, suggesting the potential for excellent sample penetration and
high signal-to-background.

Despite previous successes in implementing HCR in a test tube 7,25, it proved challenging
to engineer HCR hairpins for in situ hybridization due to the stringent hybridization
conditions that are required to destabilize non-specific binding. The free energy of each
HCR polymerization step arises from the enthalpic benefit of forming additional stacked
base pairs between the toehold in the output domain at the living end of the polymer and the
toehold in the input domain of a newly recruited hairpin, as well as from the entropic benefit
of opening the hairpin loop of the recruited hairpin. The original HCR system employed
DNA hairpins with 6-nt toeholds/loops and 18-bp stems 7 (resulting in six stacked base pairs
plus the opening of a 6-nt hairpin loop per polymerization step). Preliminary test tube and in
situ hybridization studies revealed that this small-loop DNA-HCR system did not
polymerize under stringent hybridization conditions due to insufficient free energy per
polymerization step 26. Thus, we confronted the challenge of engineering new HCR
hairpins that retain two key properties under these conditions: 1) hairpin metastability in the
absence of the initiator, 2) hairpin polymerization in the presence of the initiator. Previous
experience told us that these two objectives are at odds. Hairpin metastability is promoted by
reducing toehold/loop size; hairpin polymerization is promoted by increasing toehold/loop
size. Hence, it was unclear a priori whether HCR hairpins could be re-dimensioned for use
in stringent hybridization conditions.

Secondary structure free energy parameters have not been measured for stringent
hybridization conditions (e.g., 50% formamide), so we could not re-dimension components
based on computational simulation. Instead, we employed test tube and in situ control
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experiments to measure the minimum hairpin toehold/loop length necessary for stable
hybridization. Remarkably, imposing this design constraint to promote hairpin
polymerization did not prevent us from retaining hairpin metastability under the same
stringent hybridization conditions. To partially counteract the necessary increase in hairpin
size, we switched from DNA to RNA hairpins to exploit the enhanced stability of stacked
RNA base pairs relative to DNA base pairs. The resulting big-loop RNA-HCR system has
10-nt toeholds/loops and 16-bp stems. The test tube study of Fig. 1b illustrates four HCR
amplifiers operating simultaneously and orthogonally in a background of zebrafish total
RNA under stringent hybridization conditions. The hairpins exhibit metastability in the
absence of initiators; the introduction of a single initiator species selectively triggers the
cognate polymerization reaction.

We perform in situ hybridization in two stages independent of the number of target mRNAs
(Fig. 1c–e). In the detection stage, all target mRNAs are detected simultaneously via in situ
hybridization of complementary RNA probes; unused probes are washed from the sample.
Each target mRNA is addressed by a probe set comprising one or more RNA probe species
carrying identical initiators; different targets are addressed by probe sets carrying orthogonal
initiators. In the amplification stage, optical readouts are generated for all target mRNAs
simultaneously using fluorescent in situ HCR. Orthogonal initiators trigger orthogonal
hybridization chain reactions in which metastable RNA hairpins self-assemble into tethered
amplification polymers labeled with spectrally distinct fluorophores; unused hairpins are
washed from the sample prior to imaging.

To validate HCR in situ amplification in fixed whole-mount zebrafish embryos, we first
targeted a transgenic mRNA, observing bright staining with the expected expression pattern
(Fig. 2a). Wildtype embryos (lacking the target) show minimal staining (Fig. 2b),
comparable to the autofluorescence observed in the absence of probes and hairpins (Fig. 2c).
As expected, amplification is not observed if the probe or either of the two hairpin species is
omitted (Figs 2d–f). To verify that the staining in Figure 2a results from the intended
polymerization mechanism rather than from aggregation of closed hairpins, alteration of one
or both hairpin stem sequences yields the expected loss (Figs 2g and 2i) and recovery (Fig.
2h) of signal.

Detection and amplification components must successfully penetrate an embryo in order to
generate signal at the site of an mRNA target. HCR is a triggered self-assembly mechanism,
offering the conceptual benefit that small RNA probes and hairpins penetrate the embryo
prior to generating larger, less-mobile amplification polymers at the site of mRNA targets.
To assess the practical significance of these properties, we imaged an endogenous mRNA
with a superficial expression pattern, comparing in situ HCR to the ex situ HCR alternative
in which amplification polymers are pre-assembled prior to penetrating the sample. The
images of Figures 2j and 2k and the pixel intensity histograms of Figure 2l demonstrate
dramatic signal loss using ex situ HCR. This result is consistent with the general experience
that large, multiply-labeled probes suffer from reduced sample penetration, and confirms
that it is desirable to penetrate the sample with small components that self-assemble in a
triggered fashion at the site of mRNA targets.

In situ amplification is intended to generate high signal-to-background to enable accurate
mapping of mRNA expression patterns. With our approach, signal is produced when
specifically hybridized probes initiate specific HCR amplification to yield fluorescent
polymers tethered to cognate mRNA targets. Background can arise from three sources: non-
specific detection (probes that bind non-specifically and are subsequently amplified), non-
specific amplification (hairpins and polymers that are not hybridized to cognate initiators),
and autofluorescence (inherent fluorescence of the fixed embryo). To characterize the
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relative magnitudes of these effects, we imaged an mRNA target with a sharply defined
region of expression and plotted histograms of pixel intensity within a rectangle that crosses
the boundary of this expression region. The pixel intensity histograms of Figure 2l reveal
that autofluorescence is the primary source of background, that non-specific detection
contributes a small amount of additional background, and that non-specific amplification
contributes negligibly to background. By comparison, the signal generated using in situ
HCR amplification yields pixel intensities that are significantly higher than background.

The observation that autofluorescence is the dominant source of background suggests that
addressing each target mRNA with a probe set comprising multiple probes 13,19 would
further increase the signal-to-background ratio. Subsequent HCR in situ amplification would
then decorate each target with an array of amplification polymers. Figure 2m demonstrates
that the ratio of signal to autofluorescence increases with the number of probes per target.
Notably, using in situ HCR, the pixel intensity distribution is bimodal using either 3 or 9
probes per target, with a peak at low intensity corresponding to background (from the
portion of the rectangle outside the expression region) and a broad distribution at higher
intensities corresponding to signal (from the portion of the rectangle within the expression
region).

The fundamental benefit of using orthogonal HCR amplifiers is the ability to perform
simultaneous in situ amplification for multiple target mRNAs, enabling straightforward
multiplexing. Figure 3b demonstrates simultaneous imaging of five target mRNAs in a fixed
whole-mount zebrafish embryo. Targets were detected using five probe sets carrying five
orthogonal initiators and amplification was performed using five orthogonal HCR amplifiers
carrying five spectrally distinct fluorophores. Figure 3d demonstrates imaging of five target
mRNAs in a cross-sectioned zebrafish embryo, verifying that HCR signal survives
vibratome sectioning.

Using HCR in situ amplification, each amplification polymer is expected to remain tethered
to its initiating probe, suggesting the potential for accurate signal localization and co-
localization. Here, we test signal localization and co-localization using a four-color, two-
target experiment in which one target mRNA expresses predominantly in the somites and
the other expresses predominantly in the interstices between somites. The two target
mRNAs are each detected using two independent probe sets, and each of the four probe sets
is amplified using a spectrally distinct HCR amplifier. Double-detection of a single target
mRNA provides a rigorous test of signal co-localization independent of the expression
pattern of the target. Figures 4a and 4b reveal sharp co-localization of two signals for each
of the two target mRNAs.

Simultaneous mapping of two targets expressing in contiguous cells provides a further test
of signal localization. Figure 4c demonstrates interleaving of two sharp expression patterns,
revealing that the interstitial expression pattern between somites is only the width of a single
stretched cell. This study suggests that HCR polymers remain tethered to their initiating
probes and demonstrates sharp signal localization and co-localization at the level of single
cells within whole-mount zebrafish embryos.

The sequencing of numerous genomes has launched a new era in biology, enabling powerful
comparative approaches, and revealing the nucleotide sequences that contribute to the
differences between species, between individuals of the same species, and between cells
within an individual. However, knowledge of these sequences is not sufficient to reveal the
architecture and function of the biological circuits that account for these differences. Much
work remains to elucidate both the details and the principles of the molecular circuits that
regulate development, maintenance, repair, and disease within living organisms.
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Over four decades8, in situ hybridization methods have become an indispensible tool for the
study of genetic regulation in a morphological context. Current methods-of-choice for
performing enzymatic in situ amplification in vertebrate embryos require serial
amplification for multiplexed studies 3–6,22,23. This shortcoming is a major impediment to
the study of interacting regulatory elements in situ.

In recent years, researchers in the field of nucleic acid nanotechnology have made
significant progress in designing nucleic acid molecules that interact and change
conformation to execute diverse dynamic functions 27–29. Here, we exploit design
principles drawn from this experience to engineer small conditional RNAs that interact and
change conformation to amplify the expression patterns of multiple target mRNAs in
parallel within intact vertebrate embryos. The resulting programmable molecular technology
addresses a longstanding challenge in the biological sciences.

HCR in situ amplification enables simultaneous mapping of five target mRNAs in fixed
whole-mount and sectioned zebrafish embryos. The programmability and sequence
specificity of the HCR mechanism enable all five amplifiers to operate orthogonally in the
same sample at the same time. Hence, the time required to map five targets is the same as
that required to map one target. We observe that autofluorescence, rather than non-specific
detection or non-specific amplification, is the dominant source of background signal in
zebrafish. Consequently, signal-to-background is enhanced by using probe sets with
multiple probes, each carrying an HCR initiator. Small fluorophore-labeled amplification
components penetrate the sample prior to undergoing triggered self-assembly to form
fluorescent amplification polymers that remain tethered to their initiating probes. The
triggered self-assembly property leads to high signal-to-background and excellent sample
penetration. The tethering property leads to sharp signal localization and co-localization at
the level of single cells within whole-mount zebrafish embryos.

Our approach is conceptually suited for use in a variety of biological contexts including
fixed cells, embryos, tissue sections, and microbial populations. By coupling HCR initiators
to aptamer or antibody probes, HCR amplification is also potentially suitable for extension
to multiplexed imaging of small molecules and proteins. Further work is required to explore
these possibilities.

The HCR amplifiers presented here are suitable for use with diverse mRNA targets because
the initiator sequences (and consequently the HCR hairpins) are independent of the mRNA
target sequences. Imaging a new target mRNA requires only a new probe set with each
probe carrying an HCR initiator.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Multiplexed in situ hybridization using fluorescent HCR in situ amplification
(a) HCR Mechanism. Metastable fluorescent RNA hairpins self-assemble into fluorescent
amplification polymers upon detection of a specific RNA initiator. Initiator I nucleates with
hairpin H1 via base-pairing to single-stranded toehold ‘a’, mediating a branch migration 30
that opens the hairpin to form complex I•H1 containing single-stranded segment ‘c*-b*’.
This complex nucleates with hairpin H2 via base-pairing to toehold ‘c’, mediating a branch
migration that opens the hairpin to form complex I•H1•H2 containing single-stranded
segment ‘b*-a*’. Thus, the initiator sequence is regenerated, providing the basis for a chain
reaction of alternating H1 and H2 polymerization steps. (b) Validation in a test tube.
Agarose gel demonstrating orthogonal amplification in a reaction volume containing four
HCR amplifiers and zebrafish total RNA. Minimal leakage from metastable states is
observed in the absence of initiators. (c–e) Protocol summary. (c) Detection stage. Probe
sets are hybridized to mRNA targets and then unused probes are washed from the sample.
(d) Amplification stage. Initiators trigger self-assembly of tethered fluorescent amplification
polymers and then unused hairpins are washed from the sample. (e) Experimental timeline.
The same two-stage protocol is used independent of the number of target mRNAs. For
multiplexed experiments (3-color example depicted), probe sets for different target mRNAs
carry orthogonal initiators that trigger orthogonal HCR amplification cascades labeled by
spectrally distinct fluorophores.
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Figure 2. Validation of fluorescent HCR in situ amplification in fixed whole-mount zebrafish
embryos
(a–i) The target is the transgenic transcript Tg(flk1:egfp), expressed below the notochord
and between the somites (see the expression atlas of Fig. 3a). Embryo morphology is
depicted by autofluorescence in the gray channel. Probe set: 1 RNA probe. Fluorescent
staining (green channel) using in situ HCR in Target+ (a) and Target- (b) embryos
compared to (green channel) autofluorescence in the absence of probes and hairpins (c). No
amplification in the absence of probes (d) or of one hairpin species (e,f). Modification of
hairpin stem sequences (H1’,H2’) disrupts (g,i) and restores (h) toehold-mediated branch
migration, confirming that staining arises from triggered polymerization rather than from
random aggregation of hairpins. Typical for zebrafish, the yolk sack (bottom left of each
panel) often exhibits autofluorescence. (j–m) Characterizing signal-to-background for
fluorescent HCR in situ amplification. The target is a muscle gene transcript (desm)
expressed in the somites. Embryo morphology is depicted by autofluorescence in the gray
channel. Pixel intensity histograms are calculated using the green channel. WT embryos.
Probe set: 3 RNA probes, except panel m. (j) Sample penetration with in situ HCR: probes
and hairpins penetrate the sample prior to executing triggered self-assembly of tethered
amplification polymers in situ. (k) Sample penetration with ex situ HCR: probes trigger self-
assembly of amplification polymers prior to penetrating the sample. (l) Background and
signal contributions. Histograms of pixel intensity are plotted for a rectangle partially within
the expression region and partially outside the expression region (e.g., see panels j and k).
Background arises from three sources: autofluorescence (AF; buffer only), non-specific
amplification (NSA; hairpins only); non-specific detection (NSD; in situ HCR amplification
following detection of absent target Tg(flk1:egfp)). NSD studies employ a probe set of three
RNA probes targeting transgenic transcript Tg(flk1:egfp), which is absent from the WT
embryo. (m) Multiple probes per mRNA target. Comparison of autofluorescence and in situ
HCR using probe sets with 1, 3, or 9 RNA probes (compare curves of the same color). The
microscope PMT gain was decreased as the size of the probe set increased to avoid
saturating pixels in the images employing in situ HCR amplification (this accounts for the
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reduction in AF intensity as the size of the probe set increases). Embryos fixed at 25 hpf.
Scale bar: 50 μm.
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Figure 3. Multiplexed imaging in fixed whole-mount and sectioned zebrafish embryos
(a) Expression atlas for five target mRNAs (lateral view: Tg(flk1:egfp), tpm3, elavl3, ntla,
sox10). (b) mRNA expression imaged using confocal microscopy at four planes within an
embryo. This multiplexed experiment is performed using the same two-stage protocol that is
employed for single-color experiments (summarized in Figs 1c–e). Detection is performed
using five probe sets carrying orthogonal initiators. The probe sets have different numbers of
RNA probes (10,7,18,30,20) based on the strength of expression of each mRNA target and
the strength of the autofluorescence in each channel. Amplification is performed using five
orthogonal HCR amplifiers carrying spectrally distinct fluorophores. (c) Expression atlas for
five target mRNAs (anterior view). (d) mRNA expression imaged within a 200-μm
zebrafish section using confocal microscopy. Vibratome sectioning was performed after
HCR in situ amplification and postfixation. See also the image stacks of Supplementary
Movies 1 and 2. Embryos fixed at 27 hpf. Scale bars: 50 μm.
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Figure 4. Sharp signal localization and co-localization in fixed whole-mount zebrafish embryos
Redundant two-color mapping of one target mRNA expressed predominantly in the somites
(desm; two probe sets, two HCR amplifiers, channels 1 and 2) simultaneous with redundant
two-color mapping of a second target mRNA expressed predominantly in the interstices
between somites (Tg(flk1:egfp): two probe sets, two HCR amplifiers, channels 3 and 4). (a)
Sharp co-localization of desm signal (Pearson correlation coefficient, r = 0.93). (b) Sharp
co-localization of Tg(flk1:egfp) signal (Pearson correlation coefficient, r = 0.97). (c) Sharp
signal localization within the two interleaved expression regions. The interstice between
somites is only the width of a single stretched cell. Embryos fixed at 27 hpf. Scale bars: 10
μm.
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